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Figure 3 – Typical outcrop appearance of minor chlorite-garnet schist
layers interbedded with more massive units of gneissic rocks in the
Moretown. The fold is a large Group M-3 fold of S2 layering. S3 is
weakly developed in the schist. Schist band is approximately 5 cm thick.
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Figure 4 – Typical outcrop appearance of S2 “pinstripe” layering in the
Moretown gneisses. This layering has been referred to as sedimentary by
previous workers but is in fact secondary in origin. Pin is 25 mm long.
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Figure 5 – Moretown gneiss specimen showing relationship of S2
pinstripes to earlier S1 layering. S2 is vertical in photograph and axial
plane within folds in early S1 layering which crosses photograph
diagonally from right to left. Area above penny is enlarged in Figure 6.
Diameter of penny is 19 mm.
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Figure 6 – Enlargement of area in Figure 5 just above penny showing
early layering folded by Style Group M-2 folds with axial plane
secondary layering S2 oriented vertically in photograph
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Figure 7 – Specimen U-31-74 showing three generations of layering in
the Moretown gneisses. S3 cuts across photo at about 45º from lower
center to upper left. S2 trends more vertically than S3 and is marked by
the ink line. Note that S2 is folded by Group 3 folds with S3 as axial plane
foliation. Arrow shows early S1 layering lying within quartzo-feldspathic
domains of S2 layering.
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Figure 9 – Complex mesostructures produced by Group M-3 and Group
M-2 folds of S2 and S1 layering. Group M-3 folds are crenulations with
axial planes crossing photo 30º from horizontal from lower left to upper
right. S2 trends dominantly vertical and is folded by Group M-3 folds. S1
trends 15º to 40º to left of vertical in photo; a single S1 layer is outlined
in center of photo.
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Figure 10 – Complex mesostructures similar to those in Figure 9 but with S2 mica-rich
domains more widely spaced and S1 at higher angles to S2 in some areas of the
photograph. Group M-3 crenulations trend toward vertical axial planes; S2 is dominantly
horizontal in the photo, but folded by Group M-3 folds; S1 usually is at various angles to
vertical and is truncated by S2 in various sections of the photo. Refer to Figure 11 for a
schematic drawing.
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Figure 12 – View of tabular garnets normal to S2 layering. The garnets, though sliced
into tabular sections within the foliation, are equidimensional in this plane. The nearly
vertical L2 lineation indicates the trace of S1 layering in which the garnet growth
occurred. The absence of quartz striping parallel to the lineation on the surface of the
garnets indicates no slicing occurred in S1 in this example.
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Figure 14 – Garnet crystal in which tabular segments have been delineated by quartz
veins parallel to S2. Displacement between sections is not yet apparent. Scale lines are
millimeters.
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Figure 15 – Sliced garnet segments from the same original crystal. The actual
displacement direction lies close to the plane of the photograph, thus the measured
dimensions of the respective sliced surfaces remain equivalent. Magnetite inclusions are
parallel to layering. Scale lines are millimeters.
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Figure 16 – Tabular garnet section typical of mesoscopic sliced garnets. Segment
contains magnetite parallel to S2 layering and is bounded on top and bottom by vein
quartz layering. Weak fracture traces can be seen in garnet at nearly right angles to
foliation.
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Figure 20 – Early layering, probably sedimentary in origin, in the Cram Hill phyllites.
Group C-2 folds with nearly vertical axial planes can be seen folding S0 and
overprinting isoclinal Group C-1 folds. View faces north in study area.
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Figure 21 – Early coarse compositional layering (S0) in Cram Hill quartzite, probably
sedimentary in origin. Note that quartzite layering is parallel to lower contact with the
phyllites. Weak S2 layering may be seen as an axial plane foliation to Group C-2 folds,
oriented roughly vertically in photo.
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Figure 22 – Open to tight folds of Group C-2 style overprinting early isoclinal
Group C-1 folds of S0 with S1 . Strong S2 crenulation cleavage (vertical) is
visible in the surrounding phyllite. Top of photo is towards north in area.
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Figure 23 – Strongly developed secondary layering parallel to axial planes of
Group C-1 folds. S1 is not usually developed to this extent in the Cram Hill
phyllites. Note the isolated fold closures producing an appearance easily
mistaken as transposed layering. In this case the old layering can be seen to be
cut by S1 , not true of transposed layering.
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Figure 24 – Massive quartzites from the southern portion of the study area in the Cram
Hill. Group C-2 folds with nearly vertical axial planes overprint Group C-1 folds of the
early layering.
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Figure 25 – Quartzite layering in massive Cram Hill phyllite. Group C-2 fold axial
surfaces run horizontally in the photo, subparallel to S2 in the surrounding phyllite.
Early folds, refolded by Group C-2 folds, can be seen. Axial planes to early Group C-1
folds are folded but generally cross the photo in a vertical direction. North in photo is
the direction towards the upper right hand corner from the center.
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Figure 26 – Lineations observed in the Cram Hill phyllites. L2 , which crosses the
photograph from lower right to upper left, consists of the axes of small crenulations of
Style Group C-2. L1 , which crosses from lower left to upper right, is a faint color
banding formed by the intersection of S1 with S0 on S1 surfaces. L2 crenulations
overprint L1 .
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Figure 27 – Style Group C-2 fold in massive Cram Hill quartzite folding earlier S1
secondary layering offset along new S2 domains. S2 is nearly identical to S1 and is an
axial plane foliation to Style Group C-2 folds.
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Figure 28 – S2 and S1 layering in Cram Hill quartzite. Note the strong similarity
between S1 and S2 , making differentiation of layering types by the observer very
difficult. S0 layering cannot be seen.
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Figure 33 – Layering in the amphibolites of the Cram Hill. S0 layering (white) is folded
by isoclinal folds which are in turn folded by late open folds with vertical axial planes in
the photograph. S2 layering can be seen as an axial plane foliation to the late folds.
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Figure 34 – Typical podiform body of actinolite from the “blackwall” zone. The upper
surface of the specimen is the contact with the biotite-chlorite schists, while the lower
surface faces inward toward the talc zone. Actinolite needles are deformed into the
foliated talc in the center of the specimen.
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Figure 36 – View of locality “B” (Fig. 32) facing SW towards the chlorite schist
inclusions in the serpentinite core. The chlorite mass in view is the largest body in the
center of Figure 34. The top of the hill is the center of the serpentinite core. The body is
10 meters across at the bottom of the photo.
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Figure 37 – Details of the center “dike” in Figure 36. The white halo is a zone of talc
alteration in the serpentinite body. In the center of the “dike” a chlorite-rich foliation
runs vertically in the photo. In the edges of the “dike” a chlorite-talc layering runs
horizontally in the photo. The talc zone is believed to represent an alteration zone in the
serpentinite, possibly thermal. The black pen in the upper right is 14 cm long.
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Figure 40 – Typical appearance of mesostructures in the ultramafic core rocks. Most of
the early structures are faint but discernable lines; the darker lines are talc-rich late
discolorations in the core rocks and appear at about 45º off vertical in the photograph.
The vertical lines are S2 foliations defined by a serpentine mineralization along axial
surfaces to early folds, which are visible as weak crenulations in the horizontal S1
layering. S1 layering consists of alternating serpentine and altered pyroxene domains
and can be best observed in Figures 41 and 42.
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